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Vowels and consonants worksheets ks1

An important early phonics skill is the ability for children to recognize consonants and vowels. The spreadsheets on this page are designed to help teach phonics to children and specifically practice recognizing all vowels and consonants. Check out the worksheets below and click on the type of consonants and vowels worksheets you are interested in seeing
them and printing. Find more resources for teaching Sign up to complete the free ---- or ---- Preview Activity Lesson Plan Need extra help for EL students? Try vowels and Consonants pre-lesson. Students will be able to distinguish between vowels and consonants. Students will be able to write a letter or letter to represent consonant and short-vocal sounds.
Start singing the alphabet song. Students should follow along. Invite students to look at the alphabet chart and say it slowly. Ask students if they know which vowels and consonants are. Explain to students that each letter has a purpose when it comes to letting, writing, spelling, and talking. Beginning Connect students pre-knowledge of the alphabet before
singing the ABC song. Provide students with individual copies of an alphabet chart that contains corresponding images for each letter sound. Intermediate Say each letter of the alphabet and get students to repeat after you chorally. Preteach level 1 and level vocabulary words to familiarize students with them, use the following student friendly definitions and
visual helpers (e.g. images that go with each of the five short and long vowel sounds) to support students' understanding: Share this page FreeReport a problemThis resource is designed for British teachers. View the U.S. version . A simple worksheet designed to test and consolidate children's knowledge of vowels and consonants. Can be used for morning
work. Read moreHairstyleReport a problem Children learn all the letters of the alphabet in foundation stage (nursery and reception year). This means that they learn to look at a letter and then make their sound, but also to hear the sound of a letter and be able to write it down. In Reception children go on to learn to read and write CVC words (consonant,
vowel, consonant) such as cat, top, hit, nap. They then go on to read and write CCVC words like travel, stop, stroller. They also learn CVCC words like milk, lamp, tusks. Children will also learn that sometimes two vowels are put together to make a sound, such as ai, oo, ea, ie that can be found in words like rain, boot, read and pie. When two vowels are put
together to make a sound, this is called a vowel diograph. They also learn that sometimes two consonants are put together to make a sound, such as th, ch and sh that can be found in words like bath, chip and mash. When two consonants are put together to make a sound, this is called a consonant digraph. Teachers may or may not make children about all
linguistic vocabulary in the Above. It is not necessarily important that they know these words or can define them: the most important thing is that they learn to read and write individual letters and words with confidence through thorough step-by-step phonics activities. Children moving up school may notice certain things about vowels and consonants. For
example, in English we rarely have three or more vowels together; beautiful, queue, liaise, quail, quiet, scream are some of the few words that use this spelling pattern. Another thing children may notice is that every word in the English language contains a vowel. This is quite useful to know when you play bhålla: go for the vowels first! First!
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